
Our insurance core platform can help you grow your business by accelerating product 

development, reducing maintenance costs, and improving customer experiences.

Socotra vs. Legacy Systems

SocotraLegacy

Labor-intensive customization required

Building an insurance product can take years of specialized 

coding, and the high upfront cost may not even be fully 

amortized before the process has to start over again

Ready on day one for any developer to work with

Socotra offers the only insurance core platform built as a true 

software product, mature and market-ready so you can start 

configuring with ease right away

Siloed and cumbersome

Insurance products need to be manually configured and 

mapped in every module, and even the smallest updates must 

by made by hand in every part of the system

Single points of change

With Socotra, you only need to configure an insurance product 

once, and its data elements automatically map across every 

module (policy, claims, billing, reporting), saving time and effort

PLATFORM

Rigid

Proprietary data models limit you to specific products, 

geographies, and distribution channels

Flexible

Our flexible data model enables you to develop insurance 

products agnostic to geography, LOBs, and distribution channels

HOSTINGOn-premises

Requires significant hardware installation and maintenance 

costs, plus any software upgrades are major untertakings. Fixed 

capacity limits scalability

Cloud-native

Socotra is natively architected as a platform-as-a-service

(PaaS) offering in the cloud, so there's nothing to install and

nothing to upgrade, and the solution scales automatically

Sporadic and disruptive

 When available, upgrades are irregular, must be scheduled, 

require downtime, and they can take months

Continuous and unobtrusive

Our platform is continually being upgraded in the background 

with zero downtime, and every user automatically receives 

every new feature instantly

Private and outdated

External APIs have to be built from scratch, and you are 

constrained to one vendor’s UI

Public and RESTful

Our open APIs seamlessly integrate with external services and 

your choice of UI. Check them out at docs.socotra.com

Proprietary and closed

Documentation is private and specifically built

for a single project

Open and transparent

Our documentation is readily available (docs.socotra.com),

so any user can immediately configure, extend, or

integrate Socotra

IMPLEMENTATION 

TEAM
No options

Need to use proprietary internal resources with limited 

knowledge of modern sotware engineering tools and principles

Your choice

Whether it’s Socotra’s professional services team, your own IT 

department, or an SI partner, you choose the right engineering 

resources to get you up and running

TALENTShrinking resource pool

The number of experts who can maintain legacy hardware and 

outdated languages is dwindling raplidly, and training new talent 

for old tech is expensive

ANY software engineer

Socotra's developer-friendly technologies for configuration, 

deployment, and integration appeal to the newest talent coming 

into the industry

INTER-

NATIONALIZATIONOne region per product

Insurance products must be built for specific currencies and 

regions; changing them is time-consuming and may require 

complete re-writes

All regions

Socotra natively supports multiple currencies out of the box, and 

can be deployed to any region of the world

DISTRIBUTION

CHANNELSingle-channel

Constrains you to a single distribution channel, limiting how your 

customers can engage with your insurance products

Omni-channel

Socotra empowers you to use multiple distribution channels 

simultaneously to ensure seamless customer experiences

SPEED TO

MARKET
Sluggish

Significant time and money must be invested to build and 

update insurance products with proprietary systems and 

yesterday’s technologies

Rapid

Development times are reduced from years to months, and 

product changes can be deployed in seconds

Ready to learn more?
Visit socotra.com to request a demo.
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